
KLM Air ticket fares for Japan

　*Fuel surchage and Airport taxes are already included.

Booking
Classes

Change Refund Bags
Minimum

stay

1/01-6/25, 8/23-12/18 Adult Child Adult Child

N 697         632       --- --- 14 days

T 767         684       880         768       
Q 867         759       1,000     858       
L 1,017      872       1,140     963       

6/26-8/22, 12/19-12/31

N 697         632       --- --- 14 days

T 767         684       980         843       
Q 867         759       1,100     933       
L 1,017      872       1,240     1,038    

Child fare
2-11 yrs：Charge 75 percent of the adult fare.

Infant under 2 yrs without seat : Charge 10 percent of the adult fare.

Permitted Permitted
with fee

Permitted Permitted
with fee

2 pieces
7 days

2 pieces
7 days

Tokyo
(Narita)

Osaka
(Kansai)

Don't miss 
these points!

2 checked 
luggage

permitted!

Open jaws 
permitted!

Combinable 
with 

Air France or 
Alitalia flights.

Purchasing
time limit

Notes

*This fare is combinable with 3 Sky Team Airlines; KLM, Air France and Alitalita.

*Please ask us for the Japan domestic connections.

*The actual prices depend on the availability. We offer the most valuable one for you.

*We charge you our service fee EUR40,00 per person.(For child fare 40euro, for infant fare 20euro.)

*In cace of change, we charge you EUR30,00 of the reissue service charge.

*In case of cancel/refund, we charge you EUR30,00 od the refund request service charge.

Departure
Departure : Brussels, Antwerp(by Thalys)

Via Amsterdam

Stop over Permitted at Amsterdam

Validity
Validity of ticket : 12months

This fare is valid for the purchase until/before 31 Dec 2015.

When reservations are made at least 101 days before departure, ticketing must be completed within 7 
days after reservations are made or at least 98 days before departure, whichever is earlier.

Or  when reservations are made at least 11 days before departure, ticketing must be completed within 3 
days after reservations are made or at least 10 days before departure, whichever is earlier.

Or when reservations are made less than 10 days before departure, Ticketing must be completed within 
24 hours after reservations are made.

Infant under 2 yrs without seat : Charge 10 percent of the adult fare.

Checked
Luggage 2 pieces. Maximum weight 23kg per each.
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